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The magnitude of the climate crisis demands innovative ways to 
scale investment in climate action, including mobilizing new sources 
of climate finance. At the same time, the coronavirus disease 
(COVID-19) pandemic has added a new dimension to the climate 
crisis, reversing economic development gains, and further straining 
public resources to invest in climate action. Governments in Asia and 
the Pacific face a major challenge in defining the pathway for their 
economies to recover from this dual crisis. 

This report assesses the potential of Islamic finance to support 
the climate agenda, and to help countries in the Asia and Pacific 
region to deliver on their Paris Agreement goals. Islamic finance 
has thrived since its inception in the 1970s and is pegged at almost 
$3 trillion globally, including in certain countries in Asia and the 
Pacific with significant Muslim populations.  By examining the lessons 
and opportunities of implementing Islamic climate finance across 
countries in the region, the report proposes alternative pathways and 
implementation strategies to develop and implement Islamic finance 
for climate action and a green, resilient, and inclusive post COVID-19 
recovery.  

The report recommends a staged approach, detailing four 
specific channels to target Islamic climate finance development: 
(i) greening Islamic capital markets, (ii) greening Islamic social finance, 
(iii) mobilizing Islamic project finance for green infrastructure, and 
(iv) developing green banking services for the non-banked to support 
financial inclusion. This strategic approach aims to support countries 
in the region in a way that is tailored to their national context and the 
structure of their Islamic finance market.  

Objectives: The side event aims to present the joint report released 
by the Asian Development Bank and the Islamic Development Bank 
on unlocking Islamic finance for climate action and discuss upcoming 
challenges and opportunities in unlocking and scaling Islamic finance 
for climate action.  
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Photos: Lahendong geothermal power plant. Steam from deep within the Earth is used to generate electricity at the Lahendong geothermal power plant in Manado, 
Indonesia; Women’s group packaging coffee in Tunggul Bute village. The coffee production project is financed by Lahat, Geothermal Power Plan in South Sumatra, 
Indonesia. Phase I constitutes the geothermal resource exploration and drilling phase of project development; Sunny Bangchak solar farm in Chaiyabhum Province, 
Thailand; Burgos Wind Farm. An agricultural field with the Burgos Wind Farm seen in the background; Mangrove Seedlings. The  City Government of Puerto Princesa, 
Philippines maintains nurseries of mangrove seedlings to complement the fisheries management project; Nurek hydro power plant in Tajikistan. Turbines (9 pieces) in the 
turbine hall of the Nurek hydro power plant (photos by ADB).
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